ProStar 70WP contains 40% more active ingredient

AgrEvo has announced that its new formulation ProStar 70WP Fungicide Contains 40 percent more active ingredient than its original ProStar 50WP formulation. According to George Raymond, Marketing Manager, AgrEvo Green Industry, the higher concentration of active ingredient in ProStar 70WP results in the need for less product to achieve the same effective control and smaller-sized packaging.

Additionally, Raymond said, ProStar 70WP Fungicide contains 38 percent less carrier and more wetting agents and dispersants, which enhance fungicide distribution and ease of use.

The company said that these properties make ProStar 70WP easier to mix and handle, with the same effectiveness at use rates as low as 1.5 ounces per 1000 square feet. For more information, contact 302-892-3000.
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Biobarrier ready with Root Control

Biobarrier’s new Root Control System prevents roots from damaging hardscapes and landscapes by re-directing their growth. Installed between tree roots and the area to be protected, Biobarrier is a geotextile landscape fabric with permanently embedded nodules. Biobarrier will fit the contours of the site and can be used along a sidewalk to maximize the soil space available for roots. For more information, contact 615-847-7000.
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ELMCO adds Royal Ride

ELMCO’s new Royal Ride Sport LE Commercial Golf Cart is the industry’s first commercial luxury golf cart. The Royal Ride Sport comes with either a 48-volt electric or 9 horsepower, 4-cycle gas power system. The luxury features on the Royal Ride include a wind shield, dual headlights and plenty of space in its built-in cooler/storage area for golf equipment. It’s mounted on the all-aluminum Club Car chassis and has triple re-enforced body panels. For more information, contact 800-749-3533.
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GUEST COMMENTARY: PUBLIC ACCESS AROUND THE WORLD

Germany

Continued from page 10

tive courses are popping up around many of the larger cities in Germany, employing the philosophy of convenience and access. The land required for a conventional 18-hole course necessarily pushes the clubs further away from cities and Autobahn connections. Given that it takes, on average, 1 hour to travel to the course followed by, say, 5 hours playing time, a round of golf takes up the greater portion of an entire day.

Whereas, a centrally located executive course with good traffic connections cuts traveling time in half and then one is not obligated to 18 holes. Instead it could be a bucket of balls with the possibility of 6 holes in order to catch a little exercise after work and still be home in time for dinner.

There is a beautifully designed 6-hole executive course with driving range near Dortmund called Golfen in Herdecke; this business venture has recently opened and provides a wide-ranging clientele with the opportunity to try golf, practice and simply enjoy the game.

High quality is the benchmark in the German golf market with companies such as Paragon of London having developed wonderful facilities in association with horse racing tracks using the otherwise useless land in the middle of the circuit for golf.

These executive courses are filling a lucrative niche as both business opportunities and accessible, convenient golf facilities for a broader and eager public.

In the highly competitive tourist industry a wide spectrum of attractions is key to success. Many of the mineral bath resorts throughout Germany are now expanding their leisure facilities with leisure activities offered from golf, tennis and bicycle riding to spas, fitness centers and gyms.

Public Golf in Germany contact Wieland-Allee 60b, 75177 Pforzheim, Germany. Tel: 0049-7231 - 140 050.
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Lee Clarte, Fragrance Marketing and Sales Executive, Fragrance Marketing and Sales, before the company's launch in China. The fragrance was chosen for its unique scent and its ability to appeal to a wide range of customers.